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Let Q denote the Banach space (sup norm) of quasi continuous functions defined
on the interval [0, 1]. Let M denote the closed convex cone in Q comprised of non
decreasing functions. For f in Q and 1 < P < 00, let fp denote the best L p
approximation to f by elements of M. It is shown that fp converges uniformly as
p ~ I to a best L,-approximation to f by elements of M. An example is given to
show that this result is not true for all bounded measurable functions on [0, 1].
© 1985 Academic Press, Inc.

Iff is a bounded Lebesque measurable function defined on [0, 1] and A
is a subset of L",,[O, 1] such that, for each p, I <p < 00, there exists a uni
que best Lp-approximation fp to f by elements of A, then f is said to have
the Polya property if f 00 =limp~ 00 fp is well defined as a bounded
measurable function: if Pn -+ 00, then limnfpn exists a.e. on [0, 1]. This limit
is known to exist in a number of situations, and in each case the limit
function is a best Loo-approximation which is better in some way than all
other best Loo-approximations. Some of the investigations into the
existence and the nature of this limit may be seen in [1-8]. A related
question concerns the limit as P -+ 1. f is said to have the Polya-one
property iffI = limppfp is well defined as a bounded measurable function.
In [6] it was shown that the Polya-one property obtains in the case where
f is bounded and approximately continuous and A is the set of nondecreas
ing functions. In the present paper we establish the same result in the case
where f is any quasi continuous function. We begin by showing that the
Polya-one property holds if f is a real valued function with finite domain.

Let X= {xI, ...,xn } be a finite subset of IR with XI <x2< .. · <xn • Let
V = V(x) be the linear space of bounded real functions on X and M n =
M(X) c V the convex cone of nondecreasing functions in V, i.e., functions h
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satisfying h(x)~h(y) whenever x, yEX and x~y. For each p, 1~p< 00,

define a weighted lp-norm 11'11 ~ by

(

n ) lip

Ilfll~= i~IWil/;lp

where fE V is identified with its set of values {f(x;): i = 1,..., n}, denoted by
{fi}, and W = {Wi: i = 1,..., n} > 0 is a given weight function satisfying
L7=1 W i = 1.

Let f = {fd in V be fixed. For each p, 1~p < 00, denote by Pp the
following optimization problem: find gp = {gp/ i = 1,... , n} in M n , if one
exists, such that

Ilf- gpll~ = inf{ Ilf- hll~: hE M n }·

To describe the known solutions to these problems, we first define LeX to
be a lower set if Xi ELand xj EX, Xj ~ Xi' implies that xj EL. Similarly, we
call UeX an upper set if XiE U and XjEX, xj?;:xi implies that XjE U. To
simplify the notation we will write i EYe X to indicate that Xi E Y. Let p in
(1, (0) be fixed. Let Land U be lower and upper sets, respectively, such
that Ln U is not empty. Define up (Ln U) to be the unique real number
minimizing L {wj l./j - ul P:j EL n U}. Letgp = {gP.i: i = 1,..., n} be the
function defined on X by

gp,i = max min up(L n U).
{U:iE U} (L:iEL}

(1)

The solution of the problem Pp for 1< P < 00 is known to be given by (1)
(see [11 ]). Ubhaya [10] studied the convergence of gp as p -+ 00. Our first
objective in this paper is to show that convergence also results if p is
allowed to decrease to one.

LEMMA 1. Suppose [a, b] e IR and F = {fA: A. E A} is a family of strictly
convex functions on IR such that, for all A. in A, the minimizer, XA, of fA is
contained in (a, b). Define ljJ: (F, 11'11 co) -+ IR by ljJ(fA) = XA. Then ljJ is con
tinuous.

Proof Let fl in F and ct < max{x l - a, b - Xl} be given. Let 2P = min
{fl(Xl-ct)-fl(xd, fl(X I +ct)-fl(xd}· Then Ix-xll?;:ct implies that
fl(X)?;:fl(xd+2p. Suppose that max{lfl(x)-f2(x)l:xE(a,b)}<p. If
IX2 - xII?;: ct, then

a contradiction. Thus Ix2 - xII < ct.
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DEFINITION. Let a = - II I II 00 , b = II I II 00 and define functions
!p: [a, b]n --.!R and "p: [a, b] --.!R for 1~p < 00 by

n

!p(u) = L wil/i - uil P
,

i=1

n

"p(u) = L wil/i - ul P
,

i=1

where u = (UI ,..., un) E [a, b]n and u E [a, b].

LEMMA 2. For each p, 1<p < 00, "p is strictly convex and has a unique
minimizer up, with up in [a, b].

Proof Whenever 1< p < 00 and 1~ i ~ n, IIi - uIp is a strictly convex
function of u. Since w > 0, "p is also strictly convex, which entails the
existence and uniqueness of up' It is clear that a ~ up ~ b.

LEMMA 3. In the present context,

and

the convergence being uniform on the compact sets [a, br and [a, b] respec
tively.

Proof Whenever u E [a, br, 1~ i ~ nand p < 2,

where m(f) = 23 max{ II/II~, 1}. Let 8> 0 be given. For any u in [a, b]n
and 0<0« 1,

(2)
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Since the map XI-+X1/(lH) is continuous for x~O, there exists 0>0 such
that the first summand of (2) is less than e/2 whenever

(3)

(4)

To see that there is an a small enough to satisfy (3), consider the function
F(x, a) = Xl H - x. Then of/ax = (I + a) x~ -I, of/ax = 0 only when
x =Xo = (l + a)~l/~ and F(xo) = (I + a)~(I+ l/~) - (l + a)~I/~. Let

B(a) = 2 max{ IF(xo, a)l, I[m(f)]1 H - m(f)I}.

Then sup{ IF(x, a)l: 0 < x < m(f)} < B(a), so for u in [a, b]n and 1~ i ~ n,

IfI - uil l
H -If;- uil < B(a).

Thus
n

IrIH(u)-rl(u)1 ~ L wil Ifi-UiIIH_lfi-U;1 I
i~1

n

~ B(a) L W;= B(a).
i=1

Since lim~! 0 F(xo, a) = 0, it is clear that there exists ao > 0 such that, for
0< a < ao, B(a) < O. This establishes (3).

To treat the second summand of (2), let x=L:7=1 wilfi-u;l. Then
O<x<L: w;211f1100 -21IfII00. Define G by

G(x, 13) = X1/(1 + 13) - x.

Then oG/ox=(I+f3)-IX~P/(I+P)-I, oG/ox=O only when X=Xo=
(l + 13) - (I + liP) and G(xo, 13) = (I + 13) -liP - (I + f3) - (I + liP). Since
G(xo, a) = - F(xo, a), the device of the previous paragraph shows that
there exists 130> 0 such that, for 0 < 13 < 130,

Ix1/(l + 13) - xl < e/2.

Let yo=min{ao, f3o}. Then, for O<y<Yo, and for any u in [a, b]n,

Irl+y(u)I/(I+Y)-rl(u)! <e.

The second limit follows from the first if we let u = (u, U, •••, u). This con
cludes the proof of Lemma 3.

A consequence of the proof of Lemma 3 may be noted at this time: For
1~p < 00, let

dn(p)=inf{llf-ull~: ueMn} =inf{lIf-ull~: uEMnn [a, b]n}.
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lim dn(p) = dn(1).
p!!
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(5)

Indeed, from (4), we see that, for all e > 0, there exists Yo> 0 such that, for
O<y <Yo,

I II f - u II ~+ Y - II f - U II ~ I < e.

Then

inf{llf-ull~-e:u E Mnn [a, br}

< inf{ Ilf- ull~+Y: U E M nn [a, b]n}

<inf{llf-ull~+e: uEMnn [a, br};

so Idn(l + y) - dn(l)1 < e. That a similar statement holds for d(p) =
inf{llf-ull~: uER} can be seen by letting U= (u, u, ..., u) in (5).

THEOREM 4. For 1<p < 00, let up be the unique minimizer of Kp. Then
limp!! up exists. IjUj =limptj up, then U j is a minimizer OfKj'

Proof By Lemma 2, {Kp: 1 < P < oo} is a family of strictly convex
functions on R with each up in [a, b]. Thus, by Lemma 1, a> 0 and
1 < q < 00 implies that there exists f3( Kq , a) > 0 such that, for 1 < r < 00 and
max{ IKq(u) - Kr(u)l: UE [a, b]} < f3(Kq,a) we have IUq- uri < a. By reason
ing similar to that establishing (3), K p -+ K q uniformly on [a, b] as p -+ q so
there exists 15 > 0 such that, for Iq - rl < 15,

max{IKiu)- Kr(u)l: UE [a, b]} <B(Kq, a).

Thus, the map pH up is right continuous on (1, 00). Similarly, pH up is left
continuous. Suppose limpp up does not exist. Let v' = limp!! up and
v" = limd j up' Choose Uo so that v' < Uo < V" and, for 1::::; i::::; n, /; - Uo i= O.
Since pHUp is continuous, there exists an infinite sequence {pd such that
Pk! 1 and, for all k ~ 1, Upk = Uo' Consider the function

n

F(p)=K~(uo)=P L wilf;-uol p-
j
sgn(/;-uo)·

i~j

For all k ~ 1, F(Pk) = 0 so 1 is a limit point of the set of zeros of F. Since
F(z) is entire, it is identically zero, whence up = Uo for all p > 1, a contradic
tion. Thus limp t j up exists.

Since L W i = 1, we can apply inequality (2.10.4) in [9]: for any p> 1,

d(l)::::; IIf-upll~::::; Ilf-upll~.
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Since d(p) --+ d(1), by (5), and up --+ UI, by the previous paragraph,
Ilf-uIII~=d(1), whence U 1 is a minimizer of "I'

THEOREM 5. The solution gp={gp,i:i=1,...,n} of the problem Pp con
verges as p ! 1 to a solution

gl = {gl,i: i= 1,..., n} (6)

of the problem PI'

Proof The solution, gp, of the problem Pp, 1<p < 00, is given by (1).
Considering L n U instead of X in Theorem 4, we conclude that limp! 1

up(Ln U) exists. Let uI(Ln U) denote this limit. Since the number of lower
and upper sets is finite, from (1) it follows that the limit of gp,i exists as p! 1
for all i. It remains to be shown that g 1 is a solution of the problem PI'
Since gp is nondecreasing for each p> 1, gl also has this property.

As in the proof of Theorem 4, we have

dn(l)~ Ilf-gpll~~ Ilf-gpll~.

Since dn(p) --+ dn(1) by (5), and gp --+ gl by the previous paragraph,

Ilf- glll~ = dn(1),

whence g 1 is a solution to the problem PI' This concludes the proof of
Theorem 5, and accomplishes our first objective.

A function f: [0, 1] --+ IR is said to be quasi continuous if it has discon
tinuities of the first kind only. Let Q denote the set of all quasi continuous
functions. Our goal in the remainder of this paper is to generalize
Theorem 5 to the case where fE Q.

Let P denote the set of partitions 1t = {t i : i = 0, 1,..., n} of [0, 1] (i.e.,
0= to < t 1 < ... < tn= 1), let IE denote the indicator function of a subset E
of [0, 1] (i.e., IE(X) = 1 if x is in E and IE(X) = 0 otherwise), and let S
denote the dense linear subspace of Q comprised of simple step functions of
the form

n n

f= L a/[I;] + L biI(t;_I.I;)·
i=O i= 1

For a subset A of Q, let A * denote the set of left continuous elements of
A. Then f is in S* if there exists 1t in P such that

f=aII[IO.ll] + L a;I(I;_1,t;J'
;>1
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For a bounded function f and 'It in P, i" in S* is defined by
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i,,(x)=sup{flY):YE [to, tIJ},

=sup{f(Y):YE(ti_1> tJ}, XE(t i_ l ,tJ,i>l,

fx is defined by replacing sup with info
- A bounded function f is in Q* if and only if, for any B > 0, there exists 1C

in P such that 0 ~i" -Ix < B. This allows the use of Theorem 5.
Because L p is a uniformly convex Banach space, 1<p < 00, for eachfin

Q* there exists a unique nearest point fp in M*. We recall the following
result of [8].

THEOREM 6. Let f in S~ be given by

n

f = fl/[o.lt] + L fJ(li_l,ti]'
i=2

Let W= {Wi: i = 1,..., n} be defined by Wi = ti - ti_ 1for all i. For 1 <p < 00,

let gp be as defined by (1). Then fp is given by

n

fp = gP.1 /[0,11] + L gp,J(ti-l,ti]'
i~2

The next theorem is a slightly altered form of Theorem 3 in [8].

THEOREM 7. Let f in S~ and fp be as given in Theorem 6. Then fp con
verges as p! 1 to the monotone increasing function fl in S~ given by

n

fl =gI,lI[o.I,] + L gl,J(i_I,li]'
i~2

(7)

where gl,i= limpp gp,; is given by (6). Moreover, fl is a' best L I
approximation to f by nondecreasing functions.

Proof For each i, 1~ i ~ n, let X; = (t; + t; _ I )/2 and let X = {x I , ... , X n }.

Consider {/; =f(xJ: i = 1"", n} as a finite real valued function on X. Let W

be defined as above. Then Theorem 5 implies that gp converges to g 1 •

Therefore limp~ tfp exists and is given by (7).
For the second part of the theorem, we note that the conclusion of

Theorem 5 holds for any weight function W = {w;: i = 1,..., n} which satisfies
the conditions W> 0 and L Wi = 1. For each i, 1~ i ~ n, let Wi = lin; then
Theorem 5 implies that

n n

L: n-II/;-gl,il ~ L n-II/;-hl, h= {hi: i= 1,..., n} EMn ,

;= 1

640/44/3-3

i=1
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n n

L I/i-gl,il:::; L I/i-hl,hEMn-
i= ,

(8)

Thus,j, is a best L ,-approximation to I by elements of S:. Let h be a non
decreasing function defined on [0, 1]. We show that there is a nondecreas
ing function g in S: such that

III-gil,:::; II/-hll,·

Indeed, for each i, 1:::; i:::; n, let gi be the real number m the interval
[h(t i _,), h(tJ] nearest to f. Then, for each i,

Now define g on [0, 1] by
n

g=g,I[o.t,] + L gJ(ti~l.t,]·
i= 2

Then g is in S: and it follows from the last inequality together with (8) that

III-I,ll,:::; III-gill:::; II/-hll,·

This concludes the proof of Theorem 7.

The remainder of the proof in [8] is now easily adapted to yield our
principal result.

THEOREM 8. Let IE Q. Then there exist nondecreasing lunctions I p,
l:::;p < 00, such that each I p is (up to equivalence) a best Lp-approximation
to I by nondecreasing lunctions and Ip converges uniformly to I, as p
decreases to one.

EXAMPLE 9. If g is bounded measurable function on an interval [a, b],
we say that g has the uniform Polya-one property if gp converges uniformly
as p --+ 1 to a best L,-approximation to g by elements of M. An example of
a bounded measurable function on a compact interval which does not have
the uniform Polya-one property is constructed as follows: for n> 1, let

n-'
an = L (2'-i+4- i

),

;=1

n-'
bn =2- n + L (2'-i+4- i),

i= ,

00

A = [0, 1/2] u U [an, bn],
n=2
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and g=IAI [0, n Since m[g=O] >~, gl :=0. If (>0 and n> 1 are given,
let

F(x) = 2-n(1- X)I +1 + (2- n+4 -n) Xl + I.

Then F'(x) =°implies that x = xo(t, n) = {(1 + 2 -n)I/1 + 1} ~ 1, which is the
value of g1+ 1 on the interval [an, an + I]. Since xo(t, n) increases to ! as
n -+ 00, there exists N such that, for n ~ N, xo(t, n) >!- Thus
II g1+ 1 - gill 00 >! so g1+ 1 does not converge in L oo to g I as (! 0. Let

00

- U {(an-4-3n,an+4-3n)u(bn-4-3n,bn+4-3n)}.
n~2

Then g IB may be extended to a function which is continuous on [0, Dand
does not have the uniform Polya-one property.
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